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Publisher Addressable Marketplaces
People-based marketing is at the core of Merkle’s innovative media planning and activation approach. To drive  
this approach, Merkle developed Publisher Addressable Marketplaces (PAM)™, the industry’s first programmatic 
advertising solution that enables large-scale, deterministic, people-based targeting and measurement across multiple 
premium publisher audiences and inventory. PAM truly enables people-based advertising across publisher platforms, 
and provides the following benefits for advertisers and agencies:

Addressability – Increase your efficiency with ad delivery to actual known audiences
Expansive Reach – Diversify your people-based media plan to a wide selection of premium publishers
Target People – Leverage benefits of private marketplaces and publisher direct deals that are 100% 
people based
Best Placement – Access guaranteed premium, above-the-fold, fraud-free content and inventory
Access Customers – Enable known person-level matching and targeting of your first-party data, 
outside large social platforms
Easy Execution – Match your first-party data to known audience data and execute ad buying and 
reporting by leveraging Sonobi’s header tag-based premium programmatic platform

Why it works?
Publisher Addressable Marketplaces (PAM) is a growing group of publishers who have created access to their  
known audiences and premium content, making it available to advertisers and agencies. PAM, powered by Merkle’s 
data, analytics, universal ID, and platform, facilitates the matching of publishers’ known subscriber bases with  
advertiser first-party customer and prospect data for enabling true people-based advertising. This creates first-party  
audiences that can be targeted on a person level, with more relevant ads across multiple publishers’ media inventory. 

Using industry-leading secure processing resources, 
Merkle receives personally identifiable information (PII), 
assigns unique IDs, and processes audience matches 
between participating publishers and advertisers.

Matched audiences, based on actual individuals, not  
cookies, are then delivered to the Sonobi Jetstream  
platform to serve targeted ads across the publisher’s  site. 
This creates a double-blind matching with publishers’ and 
advertisers’ data and ensures that both data sets  are 
protected from leakage across publishers and  advertisers. 
Publishers benefit from greater monetization of their 
premium inventory. Advertisers win with precise, person-
based campaigns that can better influence  audiences and 
drive an increase in return on ad spend.


